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***

 

Senior  Doctors  Caught  Discussing  How to  Inflate  Covid  Deaths  so  as  to  Scare  People  into
Accepting the Dangerous Vaccine, see this.

Senior doctors discuss inflating COVID numbers by counting recovered patients
as active COVID patients.

"We need to be more scary to the public. If you don't get vaccinated, you know
you're going to die."pic.twitter.com/KVDIbUq9ZV

— Citizen Free Press (@CitizenFreePres) September 12, 2021

Los Angeles School Board Mandates Covid Vaccination for 600,000 kids 12 years old and up.

Many will have serious health problems and many will die.  It is all for nothing as healthy
kids are essentially at zero risk from Covid.

It is a known fact that the Vaccine is a greater danger to the young than the Covid virus. 
Why are the kids being forced to be vaccinated?  The most plausible answer is that the
School Board is utterly corrupt and has been bought by Big Pharma.

Many of the sheeple parents who tolerate this will have dead and injured kids on their
hands.
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article was originally published. He is a frequent contributor to Global Research.
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